PPI's Pro Trainer was designed to actively train a conveyor belt while operating on the clean side of the belt. Training a belt on the clean side offers significant advantages compared to traditional return self aligners by eliminating the potential of material carry back building up on the roll negating the training characteristics. Clean side training combined with guide rolls positioned in such a way that minimizes belt misalignment before engaging the lagged training roll, provides unmatched belt alignment.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

- Mounted on the clean side of the belt
  - Eliminates carry back material from building up on the roll
  - Maximizes belt steering capability
- Reduces belt wear by training it in the proper tracking position
- 6" Diameter roll with 3/8" lagging provides optimum belt contact
- Adjustable brackets allow variable down pressure promoting proper belt contact maximizing the training characteristics
- Slotted foot pads ensure easy installation
- Utilizes PPI's proven idler roll technology
- Heavy duty design utilizing 6308 ball bearings
- Part # example: PROT-48